Bridge Quiz

By Carlisle M. Crape

A bridge match in New York City, where the writer was, last night, was won by Mrs. E. E. C. Howitt, who was partnered with Mr. J. G. B. Howitt. The match was played in the American Bridge League, and the score was 60-40 in favor of Mrs. Howitt and Mr. Howitt.

Uncle Ray's Corner

The school at which the writer was a pupil is in New York City. The building is very large, and there are many classrooms. The school is called the "Voice of the City." The principal is Mr. J. G. B. Howitt, and the head of the school is Mr. J. G. B. Howitt. The pupils are very well disciplined, and the teachers are very good.

The Jackson Twins

By Dick Brooks

The Jackson Twins are two American twins who are famous for their singing. They are brothers, and their names are Jack and John. They were born in New York City, and their parents are Mr. and Mrs. J. G. B. Howitt. The twins are very popular, and they often appear on television and in movies.

Cross-Word Puzzle

[The cross-word puzzle is filled in the image with various words and phrases.]

Emmy Lou

[The image contains a picture of Emmy Lou, a well-known actress and singer.]

Word Game

[The word game involves a set of words and phrases arranged in a grid.]

Kitchen Cabinets

[An advertisement for kitchen cabinets by Thomas Keller.

Fact-Fastest, Longest to Stop Upset Stomach Indigestion

Report 7 out of 10 cases in survey show results in 3 seconds.

Sewing Machine

[An advertisement for a sewing machine by Singer Sewing Company.]

Points for Parents

As Edith Thomas Walsh

An institutional ad. This ad promotes the concept of giving parents more attention than they currently receive.

Take My Word For It

By Frank Cull

Sikkin Keeps Autonomy

This ad promotes Sikkin, a brand of digestive aid, which claims to help in indigestion. The ad shows various people using the product and enjoying their results.

This

Points for Parents

As Edith Thomas Walsh

This ad describes the importance of giving parents more attention than they currently receive.

Not This

This ad promotes Sikkin, a brand of digestive aid, which claims to help in indigestion. The ad shows various people using the product and enjoying their results.